124	LIFE OF
be added an important article on John Austin in the
Edinburgh Rtmtw, and the valuable papers on Auguste
Comte and Positivism, which were collected and published
in a volume in 1864. We have only space to notice
such of these manifold labours as serve to throw
additional light on Mill's character and his life.
The Liberty, Mill tells us, was more directly and
literally the joint production of himself and his wife than
anything else which bears his name. "I had first
planned and written it as a short essay in 1854. It was
in mounting the steps of the Capitol in January 1855
that the thought first arose of converting it into a
volume. None of my writings have been either so
I	carefully composed or so sedulously corrected as this.
I	After it had been written, as usual, twice over, we kept it
|	by us, bringing it out from  time to time and going
)	through it de now, reading, weighing, and criticising every
),	sentence.    Its final revision was to have been a work
\	of the winter of 1858-9, the first after my retirement,
\	which we had arranged to pass in the South of Europe.
|	That hope and every other were frustrated by the most
1	unexpected and bitter calamity of her death.    After my
I	irreparable loss, one of my earliest cares was to print and
I	publish the treatise, so much of which was the work of
jj	her whom I had lost, and consecrate it to her memory
j	(1859).    I have made no alteration or addition to it, nor
jj	shall I ever.   Though it wants the last touch of her
d	hand,   no   substitute   for  that   touch   shall   ever   be
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^|	attempted by mine."   The Liberty, then, is, by Mill's
express words, immediately connected with that influence
of his wife on his mind which the last chapter was
occupied in discussing. It seems to have had very

